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Abstract: Marketing of trade comprising conveying services needs that the businesses create their vital 

resolution. This verdict distresses the entire publicising databases of the industry, humbly putting the 

advertising approach. These limited contributions are not individual excessive purchaser appointment 

approach, however, they similarly support in what pattern the business value the customer and appointment 

and devotion are indispensable for some fruitful development

element of existence and expansion, deprived of

their stability is in hesitation.  The marketing promotion encompasses

elevation, community relatives and straight

Primary quantitative method 

authentication of this research from the surveys of 55 people.

illustrations have been acknowledged in this portion for recovering the gratitude and thoughtful of this 

context.IBM SPSS tool has been used for the data analysis and it was created through the significant value, 

descriptive statistics and regression table.

the business marketing and the pattern of this impact have been evaluated there. The collected data has 

been established by the dependent and independent variable
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A communication business must recruit persuasive strategies and sequencers to notify, encourage and instruct its 

objective spectators of the presence of the association and their harvests. 

product which has a demand in the market and this product may be the most significant objective of an establishment 

for their promotion in marketing. Similarly, 

develop this product in the entire market

encompasses publicity individual vending deals preferment, unrestricted relatives and straight advertising is frequently 

related to attraction and gaudiness. 
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Marketing of trade comprising conveying services needs that the businesses create their vital 

resolution. This verdict distresses the entire publicising databases of the industry, humbly putting the 

approach. These limited contributions are not individual excessive purchaser appointment 

approach, however, they similarly support in what pattern the business value the customer and appointment 

and devotion are indispensable for some fruitful development marketing approach. Promotion is a vigorous

element of existence and expansion, deprived of acceptable promotion harvests may not vend, while they 

their stability is in hesitation.  The marketing promotion encompasses publicity individual

relatives and straight advertising is frequently related with allure and ostentation.

 has been used and primary source of data has been gathered for 

authentication of this research from the surveys of 55 people. Approximately clear demonstrations and 

illustrations have been acknowledged in this portion for recovering the gratitude and thoughtful of this 

context.IBM SPSS tool has been used for the data analysis and it was created through the significant value, 

statistics and regression table. The promotion of the new launching products and its impact on 

the business marketing and the pattern of this impact have been evaluated there. The collected data has 

been established by the dependent and independent variables. 

new product promotion, launching of new products, impact of promotion, promotion strategies

I. INTRODUCTION 

A communication business must recruit persuasive strategies and sequencers to notify, encourage and instruct its 

objective spectators of the presence of the association and their harvests. As per viewed Quaye &

n the market and this product may be the most significant objective of an establishment 

Similarly, promotion is very important for a company to survive in the market and to 

develop this product in the entire market (Jin et al. 2019). The skill and knowledge of publicising advancement, which 

encompasses publicity individual vending deals preferment, unrestricted relatives and straight advertising is frequently 

The customer opinion of product promotion (Source: Statista, 2023)
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Marketing of trade comprising conveying services needs that the businesses create their vital 

resolution. This verdict distresses the entire publicising databases of the industry, humbly putting the 

approach. These limited contributions are not individual excessive purchaser appointment 

approach, however, they similarly support in what pattern the business value the customer and appointment 

Promotion is a vigorous 

acceptable promotion harvests may not vend, while they 

individual vending sales 

related with allure and ostentation. 

has been used and primary source of data has been gathered for 

ately clear demonstrations and 

illustrations have been acknowledged in this portion for recovering the gratitude and thoughtful of this 

context.IBM SPSS tool has been used for the data analysis and it was created through the significant value, 

The promotion of the new launching products and its impact on 

the business marketing and the pattern of this impact have been evaluated there. The collected data has 

on, launching of new products, impact of promotion, promotion strategies 

A communication business must recruit persuasive strategies and sequencers to notify, encourage and instruct its 

Quaye & Mensah (2019), a 

n the market and this product may be the most significant objective of an establishment 

romotion is very important for a company to survive in the market and to 

. The skill and knowledge of publicising advancement, which 

encompasses publicity individual vending deals preferment, unrestricted relatives and straight advertising is frequently 

(Source: Statista, 2023) 
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Conferring to the above image, the customers were normally not congested destructively while there were moreover 

numerous artefact suggestions on promotion. About one

create it mystifying while there were excessively several yields on promotion, then marginally other differed

ET AL. 2021). 

Insufficient deals are a significant cause of business failure and this is happened generally by the 

Opined byBara et al. (2021),moderately frequently dealers are appropriately hopeful about trades and they consider the 

incorrect gesture the sell will be happened by themselves, overlooking that the greatest creation stagnant want to be 

enthused in edict to much available of the stock. The formation of actual persuasive approaches is vital to generating an 

arcade. 

The aim of the study is the promotion of the new products and the impact of this promotion over the market.

The research objectives are as follows: 

RO 1: To explain the method of the promotion of new products on the market

RO 2: To determine the effectiveness of new product 

RO 3: To evaluate the impact of promotion strategies on the customer

RO 4: To consider the promotional strategies 

The research question is as follows: 

RQ 1: what are the methods of the new product promotion on the market? 

RQ 2: How does the promotion of new products 

RQ 3: What is the impact of promotion strategies on new product launching?

RQ 4: what are the promotional strategies 

 

The promotion strategies of new product on the market

When it arises to encourage a new creation and facility for any industry, it can appear similar to there are boundless 

possibilities. As viewed by Becker et al. (2019),

product since they are the greatest possible to not merely purchase it, correspondingly however endorse it to the 

business systems. This can yield the method of a seclude

gathering, an online expedition, broadcast, and example

solicitation to check its purchase and stretch response. 89% of dealers who presently

will proliferate and preserve their speculation in the subsequent year

17% of vendors are forecasting to devote to the business

The other approaches to the promotion of the new product are Exploratory suggestions, Business promotions on 

Google, Competitions and indications, Email advertising, Blog supports, Dealings such as fundamental and in

Advancements, Exchanges, Client assessments, Social media support, and Facebook advertisements

2019). 

Figure 2: The Growth of marketing strategy for promotion
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Conferring to the above image, the customers were normally not congested destructively while there were moreover 

numerous artefact suggestions on promotion. About one-third of the public surveyed in this

create it mystifying while there were excessively several yields on promotion, then marginally other differed

Insufficient deals are a significant cause of business failure and this is happened generally by the 

oderately frequently dealers are appropriately hopeful about trades and they consider the 

the sell will be happened by themselves, overlooking that the greatest creation stagnant want to be 

enthused in edict to much available of the stock. The formation of actual persuasive approaches is vital to generating an 

e promotion of the new products and the impact of this promotion over the market.

 

To explain the method of the promotion of new products on the market 

To determine the effectiveness of new product promotion over the market 

To evaluate the impact of promotion strategies on the customer 

To consider the promotional strategies those were adopted by the company for new product launching

methods of the new product promotion on the market?  

How does the promotion of new products effect on the arcade? 

What is the impact of promotion strategies on new product launching? 

what are the promotional strategies that were adopted by the company previously? 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The promotion strategies of new product on the market 

When it arises to encourage a new creation and facility for any industry, it can appear similar to there are boundless 

et al. (2019), loyal clients are a significant fragment of what way to encourage the 

product since they are the greatest possible to not merely purchase it, correspondingly however endorse it to the 

business systems. This can yield the method of a secluded, in-person to person such as a simulated pre

gathering, an online expedition, broadcast, and example (Czinkota et al. 2021). It might unfluctuating be a singular 

solicitation to check its purchase and stretch response. 89% of dealers who presently involve with authority advertising 

will proliferate and preserve their speculation in the subsequent year (Kim, 2020).Similarly,

17% of vendors are forecasting to devote to the business (Pride & Ferrell, 2019). 

The other approaches to the promotion of the new product are Exploratory suggestions, Business promotions on 

Google, Competitions and indications, Email advertising, Blog supports, Dealings such as fundamental and in

assessments, Social media support, and Facebook advertisements

marketing strategy for promotion (Source: influenced by 
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Conferring to the above image, the customers were normally not congested destructively while there were moreover 

third of the public surveyed in this review decided that they 

create it mystifying while there were excessively several yields on promotion, then marginally other differed (Schouten 

Insufficient deals are a significant cause of business failure and this is happened generally by the entrepreneur. As 

oderately frequently dealers are appropriately hopeful about trades and they consider the 

the sell will be happened by themselves, overlooking that the greatest creation stagnant want to be 

enthused in edict to much available of the stock. The formation of actual persuasive approaches is vital to generating an 

e promotion of the new products and the impact of this promotion over the market. 

adopted by the company for new product launching 

When it arises to encourage a new creation and facility for any industry, it can appear similar to there are boundless 

oyal clients are a significant fragment of what way to encourage the 

product since they are the greatest possible to not merely purchase it, correspondingly however endorse it to the 

person to person such as a simulated pre-launch 

. It might unfluctuating be a singular 

involve with authority advertising 

Similarly,on the maximum of that, 

The other approaches to the promotion of the new product are Exploratory suggestions, Business promotions on 

Google, Competitions and indications, Email advertising, Blog supports, Dealings such as fundamental and in-person, 

assessments, Social media support, and Facebook advertisements (Sudari et al. 

 
influenced by Yasa et al. 2020) 
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In the above image, the four strategies of promotion are explained in 

between present and future times. In the present time, the new products have been sold to the new customer and in the 

future, the products have been sold out to the exciting customer

existing products have been sold out to the existing customer and in the 

out to new customers to expand the growth of promotion.

 

The impact of promotion strategies on the customer

Publicity and promotional determinations support trades to launch themselves in the arcade as feasible products. 

Unidentified corporations can develop recognized amounts by their advertising exertions and can generate a copy of 

their predilection in the development. Trades can construct a prevailing shop section and expand the arcade situation 

significantly through the expenditure of publicity and promotion. Advertising is an actual defence besides opposition, 

arguments against small-trade advertising websi

community's eye and avoids other businesses from achieving a position among the arcade sections they have protected. 

The foremost penetrating opinion for industries that are unable to 

the budget (Czinkota et al. 2021). Many trades evade captivating new expenditures and never actually reflect the arrival 

of speculation and probable for evolution convoluted.

Figure 3:

(Source: 

In the above image, 46% of surveys have occurred through online promotion and 17% of surveys occurred through 

direct business dealings. 13% of surveys occurred by broadcasted 

process(Kim, 2020). 

 

The effectiveness of new product on the market

The procedure of enchanting a new cr

promotion and ramp-up, advertising resources

expansion, preparation expansion, preparation, and facility and sustenance expansion

new harvests delivers an income to board new arcades, escalate arcade segme

Temporarily reformatting current harvests allows prices to be expurgated, limits to be augmented and eventually more 

incomes to be completed. 

 

Primary Qualitative method has been used to collect the data

the outcome of the study of Paschen et al. (2019), the comparison of dependable and pertinent material aids the 

procedure of creating a consistent consequence for the research. Consequently, for gather

information, 55 participants were designated by the development of

participants were connected to new product promotion programs and their impact on the marketing of business (Shar

et al. 2019).  
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In the above image, the four strategies of promotion are explained in a straight manner. The four techniques are divided 

between present and future times. In the present time, the new products have been sold to the new customer and in the 

future, the products have been sold out to the exciting customer(Pride & Ferrell, 2019). In the innovation part, the 

existing products have been sold out to the existing customer and in the aggression; part new products have been sold 

out to new customers to expand the growth of promotion. 

The impact of promotion strategies on the customer 

Publicity and promotional determinations support trades to launch themselves in the arcade as feasible products. 

Unidentified corporations can develop recognized amounts by their advertising exertions and can generate a copy of 

velopment. Trades can construct a prevailing shop section and expand the arcade situation 

significantly through the expenditure of publicity and promotion. Advertising is an actual defence besides opposition, 

trade advertising websites.As viewed by Becker et al. (2019), it keeps the product name in the 

community's eye and avoids other businesses from achieving a position among the arcade sections they have protected. 

The foremost penetrating opinion for industries that are unable to involve in publicising and promotional movements is 

. Many trades evade captivating new expenditures and never actually reflect the arrival 

of speculation and probable for evolution convoluted. 

Figure 3: Impact of promotion approaches 

(Source: influenced by Jarek & Mazurek 2019) 

In the above image, 46% of surveys have occurred through online promotion and 17% of surveys occurred through 

direct business dealings. 13% of surveys occurred by broadcasted media and 9% occurred through another 

The effectiveness of new product on the market 

The procedure of enchanting a new creation from expansion to arcade, it normally comprises the manufacture 

up, advertising resources and database expansion, source chain expansion, trades network 

expansion, preparation expansion, preparation, and facility and sustenance expansion(Czinkota

new harvests delivers an income to board new arcades, escalate arcade segment, trade more and upturn income streams. 

Temporarily reformatting current harvests allows prices to be expurgated, limits to be augmented and eventually more 

III. METHODOLOGY 

has been used to collect the data and primary sources have been collected. According to 

the outcome of the study of Paschen et al. (2019), the comparison of dependable and pertinent material aids the 

procedure of creating a consistent consequence for the research. Consequently, for gathering a consistent established of 

were designated by the development of a primary quantitative method. The whole 55 

participants were connected to new product promotion programs and their impact on the marketing of business (Shar
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a straight manner. The four techniques are divided 

between present and future times. In the present time, the new products have been sold to the new customer and in the 

. In the innovation part, the 

part new products have been sold 

Publicity and promotional determinations support trades to launch themselves in the arcade as feasible products. 

Unidentified corporations can develop recognized amounts by their advertising exertions and can generate a copy of 

velopment. Trades can construct a prevailing shop section and expand the arcade situation 

significantly through the expenditure of publicity and promotion. Advertising is an actual defence besides opposition, 

t keeps the product name in the 

community's eye and avoids other businesses from achieving a position among the arcade sections they have protected. 

involve in publicising and promotional movements is 

. Many trades evade captivating new expenditures and never actually reflect the arrival 

 

In the above image, 46% of surveys have occurred through online promotion and 17% of surveys occurred through 

media and 9% occurred through another 

t normally comprises the manufacture 

and database expansion, source chain expansion, trades network 

Czinkota et al. 2021). Emerging 

nt, trade more and upturn income streams. 

Temporarily reformatting current harvests allows prices to be expurgated, limits to be augmented and eventually more 

and primary sources have been collected. According to 

the outcome of the study of Paschen et al. (2019), the comparison of dependable and pertinent material aids the 

ing a consistent established of 

a primary quantitative method. The whole 55 

participants were connected to new product promotion programs and their impact on the marketing of business (Shareef 
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Therefore, a dependable conclusion for the new product promotion through the exploration of composed data and 

impact on the establishment has been seen.

questions. Information exploration for creating a consequence verifying the goal of the research through the quantitative 

methods of exploration was measured. Rendering to the proposition 

harvest a dependable consequence by examining arithmetical information. Consequently, quantitative analysis delivers 

an improved viewpoint of the relative among different influences. For the evaluation, the 

software was used to help this process. Furthermore, linear regression, as well as 

obtained by validating the consistency of dissimilar reliant and independent variables.

 

Hypothesis testing 

 Hypothesis 1: The marketing of business depends on the new product which ha

 Hypothesis 2: the promotion of the products helps to inc

 Hypothesis 3: business marketing also depends on

 Hypothesis 4: New product launching is a significant factor to increase the marketing of any arcade

Demographic data 

Gender 

In the above image, it has been seen that 41.8% of participants have been conveyed as female. Respectively to that, 

43.6% of members have been described as male. It has been perceived that 14.5% of the people were not concerned to 

reveal their gender. This survey has been created by IBM SPSS software. 

Figure 5: 
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Therefore, a dependable conclusion for the new product promotion through the exploration of composed data and 

impact on the establishment has been seen. For organizing the information, a survey was formed through the 13 

Information exploration for creating a consequence verifying the goal of the research through the quantitative 

methods of exploration was measured. Rendering to the proposition of Wielki, (2020), quantitative analysis aids to 

harvest a dependable consequence by examining arithmetical information. Consequently, quantitative analysis delivers 

an improved viewpoint of the relative among different influences. For the evaluation, the organised data 

was used to help this process. Furthermore, linear regression, as well as ANOVA, and Correlation Data,

obtained by validating the consistency of dissimilar reliant and independent variables. 

IV. FINDING AND ANALYSIS 

Hypothesis 1: The marketing of business depends on the new product which has come into the market recently

Hypothesis 2: the promotion of the products helps to increase the marketing of business

Hypothesis 3: business marketing also depends on the promotion method of new products in the arcade

Hypothesis 4: New product launching is a significant factor to increase the marketing of any arcade

Figure 4: The analysis of gender 

(Source: SPSS) 

In the above image, it has been seen that 41.8% of participants have been conveyed as female. Respectively to that, 

43.6% of members have been described as male. It has been perceived that 14.5% of the people were not concerned to 

survey has been created by IBM SPSS software.  

Figure 5: The gender analysis (Source: SPSS) 
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Therefore, a dependable conclusion for the new product promotion through the exploration of composed data and its 

For organizing the information, a survey was formed through the 13 

Information exploration for creating a consequence verifying the goal of the research through the quantitative 

of Wielki, (2020), quantitative analysis aids to 

harvest a dependable consequence by examining arithmetical information. Consequently, quantitative analysis delivers 

organised data IBM SPSS 

ANOVA, and Correlation Data, were 

s come into the market recently 

rease the marketing of business 

of new products in the arcade 

Hypothesis 4: New product launching is a significant factor to increase the marketing of any arcade 

 

In the above image, it has been seen that 41.8% of participants have been conveyed as female. Respectively to that, 

43.6% of members have been described as male. It has been perceived that 14.5% of the people were not concerned to 
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In the above pie chart, 41.82% of contributors have been offered as female gender and 43.84% of contestants have been 

exposed as male gender. Other 14.47% of par

Age 

In the beyond figure, it has been exposed

has been understood that 41.8% of the members

above 60 and this exploration has been 

In the beyond pie chart,the age of 45.45

going from 35 to 60. 12.73% of members

 

Monthly Income 

Figure 8:
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In the above pie chart, 41.82% of contributors have been offered as female gender and 43.84% of contestants have been 

exposed as male gender. Other 14.47% of participants did not release their gender.  

Figure 6: The analysis of age 

(Source: SPSS) 

exposed that 45.5% of members were belonged between 20 to 35

members were among the ages of 35 and 60. 12.7% of 

has been generated by the IBM SPSS tool. 

 
Figure 7: The age analysis 

(Source: SPSS) 

45.45 % members are viewing from 20 to 35 and the age of 

members do not disclose their age in this assessment. 

Figure 8: The analysis of monthly income (Source: SPSS) 
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In the above pie chart, 41.82% of contributors have been offered as female gender and 43.84% of contestants have been 

 

20 to 35 years old. Equally, it 

% of members went to the age 

the age of 41.82% population are 
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In the beyond figure, 45.5% of members

members are getting between 30000 rupees to 50000 rupees in month.

rupees in per month. 

Figure 9: 

In the beyond pie chart, 45.45% of members

of member’s are viewing their revenue

viewing their revenue above 50000 rupees per 

Descriptive analysis  

Descriptive statistics  

In the beyond descriptive statistics, the mean value of 

products regarding to the business is8.80

for launching of new products is 9.30. The mean value of the 

and this data has been appraised through
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members are receiving between 18000 rupees to 30000 rupees in month and 

between 30000 rupees to 50000 rupees in month. 16.4% of members are 

 
Figure 9: The analysis of monthly income 

(Source: SPSS) 

members are viewing their salary among 18000 rupees to 30000 rupees and 

revenue among 30000 rupees to 50000 rupees in month. 

viewing their revenue above 50000 rupees per month. 

Figure 10: Descriptive statistics 

(Source: SPSS) 

descriptive statistics, the mean value of business marketing is 7.12and the mean value of the 

8.80. The mean value of the promotion of new products 

The mean value of the promotion approach of new products in the arcade

through the help of dependent variables and independent variables.
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between 18000 rupees to 30000 rupees in month and 38.2% of 

16.4% of members are receiving above 50000 

 

18000 rupees to 30000 rupees and 38.18% 

 16.36% of member’s are 

 

and the mean value of the new 

 is 8.60 and the mean value 

promotion approach of new products in the arcade is 4.53 

dependent variables and independent variables. 
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Hypothesis 1: 

Figure 11: ANOVA, model summery and coefficient analysis of Hypothesis 1

In the beyond exploration, the r-value 

assumption is 3.270. The significant value

0.05. Subsequently, in such circumstances

reliable and persistent with acceptable 

new product which has originated into the

 

Hypothesis 2: 

Figure 12: The model summery,
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ANOVA, model summery and coefficient analysis of Hypothesis 1 (Source: SPSS)

 is 0.647 and the r-square value is 0.418. The rate of 

value of this analysis is 0.00, which is fewer than the persistent

circumstances, it can be recognized that entire recommendations

 authorization. It can be supposed that the marketing of

the market freshly and it is established. 

summery, ANOVA and coefficient analysis of hypothesis 2
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(Source: SPSS) 

 the Durbin-Watson in this 

persistent significant value of 

commendations of the hypothesis are 

of business depends on the 

 
2 (Source: SPSS) 
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In the above assessment, the r-value is 

this hypothesis is 3.292. The significant

value of 0.05. Therefore, in such authorizations

steady and incessant with satisfactory contract

the marketing of business and it is recognised

 

Hypothesis 3: 

Figure 13: The model

In the above investigation, the r-value is

hypothesis is 3.012. The significant calculation

value of 0.05. Thus, in such identifications

persistent and incessant with acceptable

promotion technique of new yields in the

 

Hypothesis 4: 

In the beyond exploration, the r-value is

this hypothesis is 1.405. The significan

significant value of 0.05. Consequently

hypothesis are continuous and incessant

important aspect to escalation the marketing
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 0.054 and the r-square value is 0.003. The assessment

t valuation of this assessment is 0.00, which is rarer than

authorizations, it can be recognised that all the endorsements

contract. It can be estimated that the promotion of the harvests

recognised. 

model summery, ANOVA and coefficient analysis of hypothesis

(Source: SPSS) 

is 0.288 and the r-square value is 0.083. The worth of

calculation of this assessment is 0.00, which is less than

identifications, it can be recognised that all the endorsements

acceptable agreement. It can be projected that similarly trade 

the arcade and it is accepted. 

is 0.885 and the r-square value is 0.784. The assessment

significant valuation of this consideration is 0.00, which 

Consequently, in such documentations, it can be distinguished that 

incessant with acceptable convention. It can be assessed that n

marketing of any arcade besides it is acknowledged. 
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assessment of the Durbin-Watson in 

than the constant significant 

endorsements of the hypothesis are 

harvests helps to escalation 

 
hypothesis 3 

of the Durbin-Watson in this 

than the perpetual significant 

endorsements of the hypothesis are 

 marketing depends on the 

assessment of the Durbin-Watson in 

 is less than the persistent 

 all the certifications of the 

new product launching is an 
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Figure 14: The model

 

In this entire research, the promotion of

products on the marketing of the business

consequences and gatherings have been

promotion of the new products such as

marketing section of any business have

documented on the consequence evaluation

Demographic questions have helped to

income. The other imperative section such

about the constituent and it depends on

Four hypotheses have been created on

value, Durbin-Watson value and the significant

 

In the entire consideration, it has been 

advertisement of a product and the impact of this promotion on the marketing of a business

method is elaborated in the accomplishment

promotion on the marketing of any arcade

marketing, new products promotion, the 

business marketing. Consecutively, it is 

products and its impact on the marketing segment
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model summery, ANOVA and coefficient analysis of hypothesis

(Source: SPSS) 

V. DISCUSSION 

of new products of any business and the impact of the

business has been completed. In the literature assessment

been interconnected and in the conclusions section it 

as services and the base of the product, the impact of

have been established. The entire four hypotheses have

evaluation by the IBM SPSS tool.  

to grow indication about the providers and their age, 

such as the regression assessment portion has supported

on the dependent variable such as DV and the independent

on the basis of DV and IV and this has been confirmed

significant assessment. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

, it has been evaluated that the launching procedure of a product, promotion such as 

advertisement of a product and the impact of this promotion on the marketing of a business

accomplishment of promotion o0f new products such as services and the impact of this 

of any arcade. It has been shaped that there is a relative connotation

marketing, new products promotion, the promotional strategies and the launch of the product and its impact on the 

, it is assumed that accepting the technique the promotion of the fresh and new 

marketing segment of the trade. 
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hypothesis 4 

the promotion of launching 

assessment segment, all simulations, 

 has been established. The 

of the advertisement on the 

have been authenticated and 

 gender, and their monthly 

supported to acquire confirmation 

independent variable Such as IV. 

confirmed by the r value, r-square 

launching procedure of a product, promotion such as 

advertisement of a product and the impact of this promotion on the marketing of a business. The primary quantitative 

promotion o0f new products such as services and the impact of this 

connotation among the business 

strategies and the launch of the product and its impact on the 

promotion of the fresh and new 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Survey questioner 

(Survey link: https://forms.gle/f8tuUgBisRLqdUqH6) 

 

DV: business marketing 

IV1: new products 

IV2: promotion 

IV3: promotional strategies  

IV4: new products launch  

 

A. Demographic Questions 

1. What is your Gender? 

2. What is your age? 

3. What is your monthly Income? 

 

B. Variable based questions 

4. Business markets and vends its yields such as facilities to other industry and establishments 

5. Marketing supports to numerous trade for launches and generating revenue opportunities 

6. New products impact on the marketing of business significantly and they are the key factors for marketing 

7. The effect of new products may be the cause of the failure of any business 

8. Product promotion is the progression of advertising a novel and well-presented element such as facility to customers 

9. Promotion helps to encourage clients that the invention is healthier than rival yields 

10. Promotion approach is significant for arranging the new product on the arcade 

11. The promotion strategies create the customer conscious of the harvests and facilities they suggest, and in what way 

they could profit by selecting this product. 

12. The pattern of launching is very significant for any company to conduct their business 

13. The launching of new products impacts the business financial system and help to increase the business 


